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**Biographical History:** J. David Kuo served in the White House from 2001 until 2003. (Professionally Kuo used only his middle name, David, and no first initial.)

After moving to Washington, D.C. in 1990, Kuo worked for various political leaders, including John Ashcroft, Ted Kennedy, and Bob Dole, and specialized in speechwriting. Following the presidential election in 1992, Kuo served as Deputy Policy Director of Empower America (now part of FreedomWorks). In 1996, Kuo founded The American Compass, a charity designed to...
evaluate the effectiveness of social service organizations. He served as its President until 1999, while also serving as Senior Vice President for communications at Value America from 1998-2000. Kuo held the position of Vice President at Century strategies, an Atlanta-based public relations firm, before joining the White House in 2001.


Kuo died on April 5, 2013 after losing a long battle with cancer.

**Scope and Content Note:** The Subject Files largely document the initial staffing of the OFBCI positions and the Office’s efforts to expand legislation for charitable donations. Kuo was directly involved with the issue of charitable choice, as an example of President Bush’s compassionate conservatism message and the potential benefits it could bring for community and faith-based organizations. Much of the material in this series relates to previously issued legislation on charities and compassion, the drafting of new legislation, and the White House comments on proposed bills.

On legislative issues, Kuo worked closely with fellow OFBCI staffers Don Willett, Deputy Director, and Stanley Carlson-Theis, Associate Director for Policy and Research. Carl Esbeck, an appointee in the Deputy Attorney General’s Office at the Department of Justice, also frequently corresponded on the issue of charitable choice.

**System of Arrangement:** This series is arranged alphabetically.
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Memorandum to Gary Edson from Annie Billings [Thoughts on Establishing the Office of Faith-Based Action]
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